Intradermal injection of Bothrops cotiara venom in mice in an experimental wound model
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Abstract: Bothropic envenomation induces hemorrhage, coagulant disturbances and necrosis. Regarding therapies against the local damage caused by the venom, there is little information on tissue changes until the complete healing. In the current study, local damage was evaluated by examination of morphological inflammatory alterations, mast cell count, and analysis of collagen deposition. Bleeding was evident four hours after inoculation. After 24 hours, a large area of injury appeared presenting disorganized tissue, significant hemorrhage and acute inflammation. After three days, the damaged area was extensive, with a large amount of inflammatory cells and the presence of scab. In seven days, healing and reepithelization process started. And, 21 days later, the epithelium showed less infiltration and no skin appendages. The number of mast cells was similar to control after four hours, with a drop of 50% at 24 hours, followed by an increase until the 21st day. No differences of collagen deposition were observed among experimental groups. Taken together, wound healing after intradermal injection of Bothrops cotiara venom in mice follows similar parameters to wounds caused by other bothropic venom. The present work reveals the importance of experimental wound models to the study of neutralizing agents against venom toxins.
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INTRODUCTION

Accidents caused by venomous snakes represent a significant public health problem, particularly in tropical countries where the frequency of occurrence of such events as well as morbidity and mortality rates are higher (1, 2). The genus Bothrops (Viperidae) comprises about 30 species distributed throughout Brazil and is responsible for 90% of accidents in South America (3, 4).

Bothrops cotiara is a terrestrial species, whose venom, like other species of the genus, causes inflammation (edema and erythema), bruising, blisters, and necrosis at the bite site (5). The early administration of antithropic serum (AB serum) or antithropic-crotalic serum (ABC serum) after the bite is the only treatment available and accepted by the Brazilian Health System, which leads to a low mortality in treated cases (0.3%) when routine conditions of care are followed. However, the serum only partially neutralizes the local effects caused by the venom and patients may present sequelae such as total or partial loss of the affected limb (6).

The use of plant extracts as antidotes for animal venoms is a traditional option still employed in many parts of the globe, particularly in those where the access to antivenom therapy is not immediate (7, 8). The application of such antidotes in palliative care against the effects of toxins from snake venoms, however, still requires...
clinical validation and accurate description of tissue processes involved in the neutralization induced by these extracts.

The necrotizing action of the venom derives from the direct cytotoxic effect of its proteolytic fractions that provoke local lesions. Nevertheless, vascular and coagulant effects may also contribute to the onset of such lesions. Local necrosis may be complicated by infection with bacteria (especially those from the mouth of the snake), abscess formation (that causes dystrophies) and sequelae of poor healing (5, 9-11). Important advances have been made toward understanding the pathogenesis of hemorrhage and myonecrosis in viperid snakebite envenomation (9, 12, 13). However, the study of pathological alterations induced by these venoms in the skin has received little attention, despite its clinical relevance (14).

This work shows the macroscopic and histological changes at the site of Bothrops cotiara venom injection through complete healing. Further comprehension of the progression of tissue injury and repair may help in understanding the mechanisms of natural agents used to prevent the severe necrosis or to heal the affected tissue.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Biological Material

Bothrops cotiara venom was kindly provided by the Butantan Institute, SP, Brazil, as a lyophilized pool. Mice (Mus musculus, Swiss strain) were maintained at the animal facility of the Pontifical Catholic University of Paraná (PUCPR), under controlled conditions of temperature and humidity for a photoperiod of 12 hours and in an ad libitum supply of food and water. This project was submitted and approved by the Ethics Committee For Animal Use of PUCPR (protocol n. 196/07) and followed the ethical standards of animal experimentation.

Experimental Protocol

The minimum necrotizing dose (MND) is defined as the minimum dose of venom capable of causing a 1-cm² area of necrosis (15). Crude venom solutions of 50 to 300 μg in 50 μL were tested previously and MND was defined as 100 μg. Eight-week old mice (40 g) were anesthetized by intraperitoneal (IP) injection of sodium thiopental (40 mg/kg) and the dorsal area between the hind limbs was shaved for venom application at the MND (2.5 mg/kg) by intradermal (ID) injection. Control groups received 0.9% NaCl solution. At different times after inoculation (4 and 24 hours; 3, 7, 14 and 21 days) the animals were euthanized by IP administration of a single dose of sodium thiopental (100 mg/kg). Each experimental group (n = 6) was compared to the control group (n = 4) that corresponded to the time of observation after inoculation.

Macroscopic Evaluation

After the animals were sacrificed the outer skin surface was examined and photographed. The mean area of necrosis was determined by measuring the edges of the lesion in digital photographs using ImagePro Plus software for Windows (Media Cybernetics, USA). A 1-cm² paper square was added to the photographed field as a reference measure and the area of necrosis in each tissue was calculated proportionally to the reference measure.

Histological Procedures

Skin tissue of mice was removed and fixed in 10% formalin. The samples were then dehydrated, cleared, impregnated with liquid paraffin, and cut in microtome. The sections were stained with hematoxylin-eosin, trichome of picrosirius, and toluidine blue. Images were obtained with a Leica DMBL microscope (Leica Microsystems, Germany) and captured with a Digital Microscope Camera (Polaroid). Quantifications were obtained with the ImagePro Plus Software (Media Cybernetics, USA).

The analysis of tissue changes and counting of mononuclear and polymorphonuclear inflammatory infiltrate were performed on slides stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Cell counting was made only in sections where an infiltrate was visible in three random fields right below the lesion or the scab, when present.

Images from toluidine blue-stained sections were used for mast cells counting. Four random fields (magnitude: 400x), from four different areas of the skin, were analyzed, totaling 16 fields per animal. Additional sections were stained with Picrosirius Red (Sigma, USA) and examined using cross-polarization optics to evaluate the nature of collagen fibers (16).

When Sirius red reacts with collagen, the different collagen fiber types stain from greenish yellow to yellowish orange to orange. Collagen
type I stains yellow or red, whereas collagen type III stains green. The quantification of the percentage of collagens according to their coloration allows qualitative evaluation of collagen deposition. The software ImagePro Plus (Media Cybernetics, USA) was used to determine the percentage area occupied by each collagen type (17). The quantification of collagen fibers was done on images taken at a 200x magnification. After sectioning four different areas of the skin, three random fields were analyzed, totaling 12 fields per animal. Considering that collagen deposition occurs from the fifth day after skin injury, only the sections from groups 7, 14 and 21 days were analyzed.

**Statistical Analysis**

All results were reported as means ± standard error of the mean. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare treatment group means. The Tukey’s test was used to determine if treated animals were significantly different when compared to untreated animals. Values of p less than 0.05 were regarded as statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

Intradermal injection of the venom of *B. cotiara* in mice resulted in acute damage to the skin by provoking hemorrhage that was noticeable a few minutes after the inoculation, dermonecrosis and blistering. Measurements of the lesion areas for experimental and control groups are shown in Figure 1. A gradual increase in the injured area was seen up to the third day after venom administration, followed by a decrease until the apparent healing after 21 days. Representative histological sections of each group show the progression of the injury development until wound healing (Figure 2).

Control groups of all time periods showed no tissue damage, edema, infiltration nor abnormality in the epidermis, dermis, or muscle tissue. Four hours after inoculation of the venom the epithelial and connective tissues remained unaltered; however, bleeding was evident. After 24 hours, a large area of injury was perceptible presenting disorganized tissues. It was not possible to distinguish the epithelial and connective tissue region. Many red blood cells were visible revealing a profuse hemorrhage as well as an initial presence of necrotic material covering the most superficial wound. Below, a range of inflammatory cell infiltrates was observed.

After three days, the area of injury was still extensive, but slightly more organized. It was then possible to distinguish the muscle and connective region. A substantial amount of infiltrated inflammatory cells and the presence of scab on the lesion were observed. Red blood cells were still not identified and a layer of adipocytes in the injured tissue intermingled with amorphous tissue was visible. On the seventh day, the lesion site presented a more advanced degree of organization with a well-formed scab on the injured region, presence of inflammatory cell infiltration, appearance of the epithelium at the edges of the lesion below the scab, and more organized connective and muscle tissues.

On the fourteenth day no scab and bleeding were observed. The region of the injury showed signs of repair characterized by epithelialization and an inflammatory infiltrate. After 21 days, the epithelium showed a lower, but still significant, infiltration. No skin appendages such as hair follicles were observed in the healed region.

Polymorphonuclear (PMN) and mononuclear (MN) cells play a key role in regeneration. The result of the cell count is displayed in Figure 3. Twenty-four hours after venom inoculation, a large number of PMN cells were observed. This number decreased gradually up to the 21st day. On the other hand, the MN cell profile showed a small number of cells after 24 hours, increasing up to day 14, followed by a slight reduction up through the 21st day.

The average number of mast cells in tissues is shown on Figure 4. The cell count was similar to controls after four hours, but showed a decrease of 50% at 24 hours, followed by a steady increase until the 21st day. The deposition of mature collagen, an important step in the healing process, occurred only after the fifth day of injury. Collagen fiber measurement for the examined tissues (7, 14 and 21 days) showed that the three groups obtained statistically identical results for the quantity of collagen type I and III. Type III collagen was more abundant in all groups. Total collagen (the sum of the two types of collagens analyzed) was also statistically similar between groups (Figure 5).
Figure 1. Lesion area for experimental (n = 6) and control (n = 4) groups after intradermic injection of Bothrops cotiara venom. Venom (100 µg/50 µL) was injected in the dorsal area between the hind limbs. Control mice received 0.9% NaCl solution. At different times after inoculation, the animals were euthanized and the outer skin surface was photographed and measured. Results are represented as mean ± SEM. *Statistical significance when compared with control group for p < 0.05.
Figure 2. Histological analysis of skin of mice injected with 100 µg/50 µL of Bothrops cotiara venom. Control sites were injected with an equal volume of 0.9% NaCl solution. Panels correspond to the panoramic view of HE-stained sections from: (A) control group, (B) four hours after inoculation, (C) 24 hours after inoculation, (D) three days after inoculation, (E) seven days after inoculation, and (F) 21 days after inoculation. HF: hair follicles; AM: amorphous tissue; EPT: epithelial tissue; EPTE: thick epithelial tissue; SC: scab; HM: hemorrhage; IFP: PMN infiltrate; AT: adipose tissue; CT: connective tissue; MT: muscular tissue; NT: necrotic tissue; REP: epithelization area. Bars at the bottom of each panel indicate 250 mm.
Figure 3. Determination of the number of mono- (MN) and polymorphonuclear (PMN) cells in the skin of mice after injection of *Bothrops cotiara* venom (100 µg/50 µL) or 0.9% NaCl solution (control group). Cell count was performed on histological HE-stained section of lesion areas of the skin where infiltrate was visible. Three random fields per section were analyzed, right below the lesion or the scab (magnitude: 400x). Results are represented as mean ± SEM.

Figure 4. Determination of the number of mast cells in the skin of mice after injection of *Bothrops cotiara* venom (100 µg/50 µL) or 0.9% NaCl solution (control group). Cell count was made on toluidin blue-stained section. Four random fields from four different areas of the skin were analyzed in a magnitude of 400x, totaling 16 fields per animal. To obtain the values on the chart, the number of cells found in control groups for each time was subtracted from the total cells found in the sections from experimental groups of the same treatment time. *Statistical significance when compared with control group for $p < 0.05$. MND: minimum necrotizing dose.
Discussion

Healing is a response to tissue destruction that includes the process of regeneration and repair by the replacement of damaged cells by fibrous tissue. The stages related to the healing include inflammation, proliferation and maturation, phenomena that occur simultaneously (18, 19). In the current study, the inflammatory infiltrate, characterized by PMN leukocytes, peaked on the third day. From the seventh day on, the number of cells began to decrease, which led to a reduction of edema, hemorrhage, necrosis and inflammation composed primarily of MMN cells, characterized mainly by macrophages, and multifocal inflammatory infiltration with PMN cells. This activity represents a characteristic progression of cellular events in response to local damage, regardless of the type of wound. Within hours after the initial injury of the tissue, PMN cells migrate to the site, followed by MMN cells that progressively migrate to the wound and increase in number, whereas PMN cells begin to decline within 48 to 72 hours (20).

The tissue damage caused by Bothrops venoms is a result of enzyme action, particularly proteases and phospholipases, which cause lesions on small blood vessel walls, bleeding, ischemia, and edema or even cell damage by direct disruption of the plasma membrane (9, 21-23). In the present study, Bothrops cotiara venom generated a kinetic action on the skin that followed the healing stages mentioned. Hemorrhage appeared a few minutes after venom inoculation. After 24 hours, histological sections of the affected site showed a large area of injury with disorganized tissues, major bleeding and initial presence of necrotic material covering the most superficial wound. Hemorrhage and necrosis persisted until the third day, on which the framework of healing and tissue regeneration began to occur.

Since in acute inflammatory reactions several
of the changes in leukocyte recruitment and vascular characteristics reflect, at least in part, in the release of chemical mediators from injured tissue, mast cells have historically been considered important potential agents in the initiation and/or amplification of the inflammatory response. Cutaneous inflammatory responses against allergens or autoantigens, for example, are also associated with the activation of mast cells and their release of proinflammatory mediators.

This is not surprising since large numbers of mast cells are expressed in the skin, where they represent 2 to 8% of dermal cells and are distributed primarily in the vicinity of the epidermis, hair follicles, blood vessels, and nerves (24). Their main function is to store potent chemical mediators of inflammation in cytoplasmic granules that are released on cell activation, which can be triggered by different immunological or non-immunological stimuli, such as physical agents or toxins from bee or snake venoms (25, 26). Even though skin mast cells are thought to promote resistance to ticks, control hair growth, and induce foreign body granuloma formation, their role and functional relevance in cutaneous physiology still remains unclear (27-31).

The findings of this study have shown that the presence of acute inflammatory infiltrate diminished the population of mast cells in the injured region. Meanwhile, in the healing phase, the population gradually increased, doubled in comparison to controls. A possible assumption is that mast cells can increase the population immediately after venom application. Considering that the toluidine blue dye stained the granules, we suggest that the degranulation made them undetectable by this method. In the analysis of the slides, we observed that for later groups, for which the number of mast cells began to increase (7 and 14 days), the coloring was lighter, and fewer granules were present, thus suggesting that the population increased in number from 24 hours on; however, could not be counted. Upon regranulation, the count appears to increase.

Fibroblasts have several stages of maturity, producing collagen that accumulates as connective tissue for reepithelialization (21). Fibrillar collagens are an important part of the connective tissue at the site of repair and are important in the development of resistance in wound healing. The synthesis of collagen by fibroblasts begins at a relatively early phase (within 3 to 5 days) and continues for several weeks depending on the wound (32, 33). Considering that type III collagen is related to scar maturation and was more abundantly found, we can assume that the fibroplastic changes in the present study were in a good state of evolution; however, it should progress for an even longer time period.

The macroscopic and microscopic analysis of mouse skin after intradermic injection of Bothrops cotiara venom demonstrated a sequence of events characteristic of tissue injury and regeneration, suggesting the value of utilizing crude venom for the production of experimental wounds in order to study neutralizing extracts of venom toxins or other healing agents.
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